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The Conservative Manifesto 1997
You can only be sure with the
Conservatives

The Labour Manifesto 1997
Because Britain deserves Better

http://www.politicsresources.net/area
/uk/man/con97.htm as of 20.5.2011

http://www.politicsresources.net/area
/uk/man/lab97.htm as of 20.5.2011

The Information Society 
 Britain is at the forefront of creating tomorrow's
information  society  Already  we  have  exposed
domestic telecommunications to competition and
stimulated  investment  in  cable  and  satellite
entertainment  systems.  And  by  opening  up
international  telecommunications  we  will
continue  to  encourage  companies  worldwide  to
base their global operations here. We will  make
sure that the digital  revolution comes to Britain
first. 
 We are launching an ambitious programme with
industry to spread "IT for All", giving every adult
the opportunity to try out and learn about new IT
services.  We will  work  with  industry  to  ensure
that all schools are connected to the information
superhighway. 
We  will  use  the  Millennium  Lottery  Fund  to
transform the computer facilities and information
links  available  in  schools,  libraries,  museums,
voluntary  organisations  and  other  public  places
after the turn of the century.
 This will  give the public much wider access to
information services in the years ahead. We will
also take advantage of information technology to
transform the way government provides services
to the public. 
 We will  keep  Britain  in  the  vanguard  of  new
mobile  service  development  -  including  mobile
telephone  and  information  services  -  by
introducing  a  pricing  system  for  the  radio
spectrum to achieve more efficient allocation of
radio frequencies. 
 We will maintain a strong, free and competitive
broadcasting  and  press  environment  at  both
national and local  level,  while continuing to be
vigilant in monitoring whether action is needed to
curb  breaches  of  standards,  and  prevent
unacceptable press intrusion.

Media and broadcasting

 Labour aims for a thriving, diverse
media industry, combining
commercial success and public
service. We will ensure that the BBC
continues to be a flagship for British
creativity and public service
broadcasting, but we believe that the
combination of public and private
sectors in competition is a key spur
to innovation and high standards.
The regulatory framework for media
and broadcasting should reflect the
realities of a far more open and
competitive economy, and enormous
technological advance, for example
with digital television. Labour will
balance sensible rules, fair regulation
and national and international
competition, so maintaining quality
and diversity for the benefit of
viewers.



Conservative Party 1992
The best future for Britain

Labour Party Manifesto 1992
It´s time to get Britain working again

http://www.politicsresources.net/area
/uk/man/con92.htm#mill as of
20.5.2011

http://www.politicsresources.net/area
/uk/man/lab92.htm as of 20.5.2011

BROADCASTING
We are proud of our record of extending choice,
encouraging new producers and maintaining high
standards in broadcasting. We opened the way to
the setting-up of Channel  4,  independent  radio,
satellite  television  and  multi-channel  cable  TV
networks. The 1990 Broadcasting Act means that
three new independent radio services and a fifth
television channel will be set up during the next
Parliament. 

 Over two million homes already receive satellite
TV We have now licensed well over a hundred
cable TV networks and this new industry expects
to invest £3,000 million over the next five years.
In  coming  years,  British  viewers  will  have  an
increasing choice  of channels and programmes.
The new and sophisticated  cable  networks  will
open the way not only to new telecommunication
services,  but  also  to  the  spread  of  emerging
technologies such as high definition television. 

 We attach great importance to the work of the
Broadcasting Standards Council, which we set up
under  the  1990  Act.  All  television  and  radio
companies accept the need to maintain standards
of taste and decency in their treatment of sex and
violence and their use of bad language. 

 The European Community regulates standards in
satellite  broadcasts  originating  from  each
Member State. We were one of the first countries
to  ratify  a  new  Council  of  Europe  convention
applying similar  rules to all  its Member States.
We  also,  in  the  Broadcasting  Act,  brought  in
sanctions  against  the  transmission  of  offensive
satellite broadcasts from abroad, and made it an
offence for advertisers and equipment suppliers to
support such programmes. 

 Independent television producers are benefiting
from the requirement put on the BBC and ITV to
commission  a  quarter  of  all  their  programmes,
excluding  the  news,  from  outsiders.  There  are
now  great  opportunities  for  independent
producers  to  sell  their  programmes  to  new
television channels and international markets, and
there  is  much  greater  choice  for  viewers  as  a
result. 

 In  1996,  the  BBC's  Charter  comes  up  for
renewal.  This  will  be  considered  against  the
background  of  the  much  more  varied  and
competitive broadcasting environment which our
policies have created.  It  is  important that there
should be a wide public debate about the future
direction the BBC should take. 

We will safeguard press freedom 

 We will remove unjustified
restrictions on broadcasting and
establish an urgent enquiry by the
Monopolies and Mergers
Commission into the concentration
of media ownership. If the press fail
to deal with abuses of individual
privacy, we will implement the
Calcutt Report's recommendations
for statutory protection. 
 Individuals must be able to control
personal information about
themselves. We will strengthen
Britain's Data Protection Act in line
with European practice. The security
services will be brought under the
scrutiny of a Parliamentary Select
Committee.

We will back the work of the Broadcasting 
Standards  Council  and  remain  vigilant  about
ensuring  high  standards  in  satellite  broadcasts
from abroad. 
We will publish a discussion paper on the future
of the BBC recognising its special responsibilities
for providing public service broadcasting.




